ABSTRACT. Given word on n letters, we study groups which satisfiy "iterated identity" w, meaning that for all x 1 , . . . , xn there exists m such that m-the iteration of w of Engel type, applied to x 1 , . . . , xn, is equal to the identity. We define bounded groups and groups which are fractal with respect to identities. This notion of being fractal can be viewed as a self-similarity conditions for the set of identities, satisfied by a group. In contrast with torsion groups and Engel groups, groups which are fractal with respect to identities appear among finitely generated elementary amenable groups. We prove that any polycyclic, as well as any metabelian group is bounded and we compute the iterational depth for various wreath products. We study the set of iterated identities, satisfied by a given group, which is not necessarily a subgroup of a free group and not necessarily invariant under conjugation, in contrast with usual identities. Finally, we discuss another notion of iterated identities of groups, which we call solvability type iterated identities, and its relation to elementary classes of varieties of groups.
INTRODUCTION
Given a word w " wpx 1 , . . . , x n q on n letters, we recall that a group G satisfies an identity w if for any y 1 , . . . , y n P G it holds wpy 1 , . . . , y n q. A well-known identity on one single letter is wpxq " x p . For p being large enough, it is known that there are infinite finitely generated groups satisfying this identity: that is, infinite finitely generated groups such that g p " e for any g P G. A larger class of groups consists of groups that are pgroups, that is, G are such that for any g P G there exists k such that g 
16]
). The groups above do not satisfy the identity w " x p , that is, there exist g P G such that wpgq ‰ e, but they satisfy some iteration of w: for any g P G there exists k such that wpwp. . . wpgq . . ." e.
What happens with other identities w if we consider groups that satisfy some iteration of w? wpxq " x k being the only identity in one letter, so we are mostly interested in the case where n ě 2. In this situation, in contrast with one letter case, there are several possible notion of "iterated identity", some of which we discuss in this paper.
Before giving the definitions, we mention possible motivation to study iterated identities of groups:
In the case when a group satisfying an identity w are well-understood, the groups satisfying an iterated identity w can be much more complicated: consider e.g. wpx 1 , x 2 q " x 1 x 2 x´1 1 x´1 2 ; groups satisfying w are Abelian, whereas the structure of Engel groups is far from being understood; in the case when groups satisfying an identity are already tricky, like Burnside groups satisfying an identity w " x p , the groups satisfying the iteration of the identity form a larger, and possibly even trickier, class of groups.
The work is supported by the ERC grant 257110 "RaWG" and the ANR "DiscGroup: facettes des groupes discrets" . Moreover, it might be possible to construct groups satisfying additional natural properties among groups satisfying iterated identities, such that groups satisfying the same identity do not allow: for example, there exist residually finite infinite finitely generated torsion groups ([ Given a group G, it seems interesting to describe all iterated identities that G satisfies. It may happen that the group does not satisfy any non-trivial identity, but does satisfy nontrivial iterated identities (e.g. first Grigorchuk group and many other groups acting on a rooted tree, does not satisfy any identity by a result of Abert [ abert 1]; yet it is well known that this group is a torsion 2 group, that is, satisfy the iteration of wpx 1 q " x 
2.7) and it is not necessarily invariant with respect to conjugation (see Example
4.4), in contrast with usual identities, which is one of the difficulties to study this set. There are various invariants of groups which can be defined in terms of the set of all iterated identities satisfied by a group, such as boundedness and fractalness with respect to identities, which we discuss in this paper.
In some situations iterated identities and iterated quasi-varieties provide rougher invariants, for example there are various iterated identities, satisfied by groups which do not satisfy any non-trivial identity. In other situations iterated identities and iterated quasivarieties can provide softer invariants: it may happen that two groups G and H that generate distinct varieties of groups, but iterated quasi-varities generated by these groups (both Engel type iterated quasi-varieties for a fixed (small) number of variables which hold in a given group as well as solvability type iterated quasi-varities, which we define in Section sectionfurthernotions 8) are the same;
Let w " wpx 1 , . . . , x n q be a word on n letters, n ě 1.
definitionEngel Definition 1.1. We say that a group G satisfies E-type (or Engel type) iterated identity w if for any x 1 , . . . , x n P G there exists N such that n-th iteration of w on the first variable w˝N px 1 , . . . , x n q " wpwp. . . pwpx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n q, x 2 , . . . , x n q, x 2 , . . . , x n" e.
Some iterated E type identities on two variables are a particular case of a closely related definition of "correct sequences" in terminology of [ , 25]: a sequence u " u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , . . . , u n , . . . of elements from a free groups on two variables F 2 is said to be correct if the following conditions hold: (i) For every group G and elements a, g P G, we have u n pa, 1q " e and u n p1, gq " e for all sufficiently large n. (ii) if a, g are elements of G such that u n pa, gq " 1, then for every m ą n it holds u m pa, gq " e.
The words we consier in our definition definitionEngel 1.1 are not necessarily products of commutators, and thus do not need in general to satisfy (ii). It is also essential that in definition , 26] one describes some sequences of iteration of an identity which characterize finite solvable groups (we recall these results in subsection subsolvable 2.1). The situation with infinite groups is essentially different. It is clear for example that no finite set of iterated identities can characterize infinite solvable groups. Instead of searching some iterated identity, we are interested in properties of all iterated identities which hold in a given group or a class of groups, finite or infinite, and we are mostly interested in finitely generated infinite groups.
It seems particular interesting to descibe iterated identities for some class of groups, that have some other manifestations of self-similarity, such as Grigorchuk groups; Golod groups [ But it seems also interesting to understand the structure of iterated identities for groups without natural self-similarity structure, for example free and not free groups of various varieties.
The questions we want to address: which iterated identities hold for a given group or class of group? Are "quasi-varitety" defined by a set of iterated varieties of two given groups coincide? For which groups it is essential to consider iterated identities rather than identities, that is, in which cases it is essential to allow unbounded number of iteration for a given identity: we say that the iterated identity is bounded if this guaranteed by a bounded number of iteration. We say that the group is bounded, if it has at least one non-trivial iterated identity, all of its iterated identities are bounded and, moreover, the number of iteration for each of them is bounded by a common upper bound (see definitions 
for more details).
The paper has the following structure. Section sectionbasic 2 contains preliminaries about iterated identities. We give first examples of iterated identities. In Example examplenotproduct 2.7 we show that a product of iterated identities (in a symmetric group) is not necessarily an iterated identity.
In Section sectionbounded 3 we define iterational depth of an iterated identity and iterational depth of a group, as well as bounded groups and groups which are fractal with respect to identities.
In Section sectionfractalexamples 4 we provide examples of finitely generated elementary amenable groups which are fractal with respect to identities (see Example exampleelementaryamenable 4.1). We show that a conjugate of an iterated identity of a finitely generated elementary amenable group is not necessarily an iterated identity of this group (see Example conjugatenotidentity 4.4). In Section sectionnormalsubgroups 5 we discuss the behavior of iterational depth with respect to quotients. We show in particular that any polycyclic group is bounded.
In Section sectionwreath 6 we compute the iterational depth of wreath products of cyclic groups. We show that -The iterational depth of Z ≀ Z is equal to 2 (see Proposition propositionwithz 6.1) -The iterational depth of Z ≀ Z{RZ is equal to k`1, k being the maximum of α i , where R " ś p αi i , p i are prime numbers, α i P Z`( see Proposition propositionzwithfinite 6.3). We show that a subgroup of a finitely generated bounded group is not always bounded. In Section sectionmetabelian 7 we prove Theorem A (Theorem theoremmetabelian 7.1 ). Any finitely generated metabelian group is bounded.
In Section sectionfurthernotions 8 we define another notion of iterated identities, which we call solvability type (or S type) iterated identities and we discuss the relation between iterated quasivarieties and elementary classes generated by varieties of groups. In Example grigorchuknotelementary 8.7 we consider first Grigorchuk group and show that a group satisfying an iterated identity wpx 1 q " x 2 1 does not necessarily belong to the elementary class of groups satisfying bounded iteration of this identity.
In Subsection openquestions 8.2 we list some open problems.
1.1. Aknowledgements. . The author is grateful to Rostislav Grigorchuk for his remarks on the preliminary version of this paper.
BASIC FACTS AND EXAMPLES

sectionbasic
Remark 2.1. Suppose that wpx 1 , . . . , x n q is freely equivalent to w 1 px 1 , . . . , x n q. Then a group G satisfies an E type iterated identity w if and only if it satisfies an iterated identity w 1 .
Proof. It is clear that w˝dpx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n q " w 1 d px 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n q for any G, any x 1 , . . . , x n P G and any d ě 1.
Given a group G, we can therefore speak about subset Ω n Ă F n of E type iterated identities of G on n variables. We call this subset Ω n characteristic subset of G.
The following is straightforward Proof. First observe that w is an iterated identity of N . Indeed, k-th iteration of w belongs to the k-th group in a central series of N . Observe also that for any x 2 P G and any Proof. To prove i) and ii), it is sufficient to show that the free group F 2 does not satisfy the iterated identity w, if wpx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n q is not freely equivalent to the identity word. First observe that w is not freely equivalent to some word in x 2 , . . . , x n .
Indeed, if G is any group satisfying E type iterated identity wpx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n q such that wpx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n q " w 1 px 2 , . . . , x n q, then all iteration of w are equal to w 1 px 2 , . . . , x n q. Hence, If w is an E type iterated identity of G, then wpx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n q " w 1 px 2 , . . . , x n q is identity of G. If G is a free group, this implies that w is freely equivalent to trivial word. Now suppose that w is not freely equivalent to some word in x 2 , . . . , x n . Since F 2 contains F n as a subgroup, it suffices to show that w is not an iterated identity of F n . Let x 1 , . . . , x n be free generators of F n . Observe that wpx 1 , . . . , x n q does not belong to the subgroup generated by x 2 , . . . , x n . Therefore, wpx 1 , . . . , x n q, x 2 , . . . , x n generate a free group of rank n. Applying the same argument again, we conclude that any iteration of wpx 1 , . . . , x n q together with x 2 , . . . , x n generate a free group of rank n. In particular, no such iteration is trivial, and hence w is not an iterated identity of G. w BWW px 1 , x 2 q " rx´x
The results above imply in our terminology that a finite group satisfies an E type iterated identity w BW , (or w BWW , or w BGGKPP etc) if and only if it is solvable; and it is clear that any solvable group, finite or infinite, satisfy these identities. Observe however that a class of (infinite) groups satisfying the iterated identity w BGGKPP might be smaller than the class of groups, satisfying the corresponding correct sequence from [ 
Symmetric groups.
The following example shows that a product of E type iterated identities is not necessarily an E type iterated identity. examplenotproduct Example 2.7. Consider a finite symmetric group S n . Let m be the product of prime numbers that are not greater than n. Suppose that n ě 6. Put
Then w 1 , w 2 , w 3 are iterated identities of S n , while their product w " w 1 w 2 w 3 is not an iterated identity of S n .
Proof. Observe that for any g P S n there exists k ě 1 such that g m k " e. Observe that
1 x´d 2 , and hence w 1 (and, analogously, w 2 and w 3 ) is an iterated identity of S n . Now we prove that w is not at iterated identity of S n . The elements of the set of cardinality n we number by 1, 2, . . . , n. Consider x 1 P S n which is a product of a cycle of length four: 1 Ñ 2 Ñ 3 Ñ 4 Ñ 1 and of length two: 5 Ø 6. Note that m is an even number which is not divided by four, and hence g " x m 1 is a product of two cycles of length two: 1 Ñ 3 Ñ 1 and 2 Ñ 4 Ñ 1. Observe that x 1 is an even permutation. Let us show that there exist x 2 , x 3 , x 4 P S n such that x 1 " x 2 gx´1 2 x 3 gx3 1x 4 gx´1 4 . Indeed, x 1 is a product of the following cycles of length two: 5 Ø 6, 1 Ø 2, 1 Ø 3 , 1 Ø 4 (here and in the sequel we multiply the cycles from left to right). Therefore, It is also a product of the following cycles of length two
Observe that a product of two cycles on any two pairs of four disjoint elements is conjugate to g in S n . We have therefore shown that there exists x 2 , x 3 , x 4 P S n such that
In other words, x 1 " wpx 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 q, and hence w˝dpx 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 q " x 1 ‰ e for any d ě 1. This shows that w is not an iterated identity of S n .
BOUNDED GROUPS, FRACTAL GROUPS, ITERATIONAL DEPTH OF A GROUP
sectionbounded defidbounded Definition 3.1. Given an Engel type iterated identity w of a group G let us say that G has iterational depth at most D with respect to w if for any x 1 , . . . ,
The infimum of such D we call iterational depth of w in G and denote by spw, Gq (or spwq for short). If iterational depth of w in G is finite, we call such iterated identity bounded. We also say that G has iterational depth at most d if the depth of G with respect to any Engel type iterated identity that it satisfies, is at most d. The supremum of such d over all non-trivial (that is, not equivalent to the empty word in a free group) Engel type iterated identities w we denote by spGq and call it iterational depth of G. If G does not satisfy any non-trivial iterated identity, we put spGq "´8. defbounded Definition 3.2. We say that G is bounded if spGq is finite (that is, 1 ď spGq ă 8). If spGq "`8 we say that G is fractal with respect to identities. boundedandidentities Remark 3.3. i) Any bounded group satisfies a non-trivial identity.
ii) If G is such that spGq ă 8 then G is bounded if and only if G satisfies a non-trivial identity.
Proof. i) By definition, since G is bounded, there exists a non-trivial iterated identity w satisfied by G. Since G is bounded, it implies that there exists D such that for any x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n it holds w 1 px 1 , . . . , x n q " e for at least one w 1 among w, w˝2, . . . , w˝D. If w is not freely equivalent to the empty word, then none among w, w˝2, . . . , w˝D is freely equivalent to a free word (see i) of Example examplefreesubgroup 2.4). If any tuple of elements of a group satisfy at least one among a finite list of identities, then the group satisifies a non-trivial identity.
ii) If G satisfies a non-trivial identity w, then G satisfies the (non-trivial) iterated identity w. Therefore, by definition of iterational depth spGq ‰´8. Therefore, if spGq ă 8, then spGq is a finite number, and thus G is bounded. If G is bounded, then by the first part of the remark we know that G satisfies a non-trivial identity. Therefore, spGq ‰ 8, and thus G is bounded so far as spGq ‰´8. Proof. Since G satisfies the E type iterated identity w, we know that for any x 1 , . . . , x l in G there exists n such that w n px 1 , . . . , x l q " e. Put s " max n, where maximum is taken over all possible choices of x 1 , . . . , x l in G. Proof. Observe that if wpx 1 , . . . , x n q is a E type iterated identity of G, then for any i the total number of x i in w is equal to zero. (Indeed, otherwise we put x j " e for any j ‰ i and let x i be an element of infinite order in G, we observe that w˝dpx 1 , x 2 , . . . x n q ‰ e for any d ě 1 and we get a contradiction). Since G is Abelian, we observe that for any x 1 , . . . , x n P G it holds wpx 1 , . . . , x n q " 0.
Remark 3.6. If G is a finitely generated Abelian group, then spGq is finite (indeed, in this case it is finite in case if G is finite by Example It is clear that an infinitely generated Abelian group can have an infinite identity depth, as for example an infinite direct some ř iě1 Z{p i Z which satisfies an iterated identity
and does not satisfy any identity of the form
FRACTAL EXAMPLES AMONG ELEMENTARY AMENABLE GROUPS
ctionfractalexamples leelementaryamenable Proof. i) Denote by M 8 the group of infinite upper uni-triangular matrices with integer coefficients (which we denote by m i,j , i, j P Z). This group is generated by upper triangular matrices m i , i P Z such that m i pi, i`1q " 1 and m i pj, kq " 0 if j ‰ k and pj, kq ‰ pi, i`1q. We denote by φ the group homomorphism that sends m i to m i`1 . The group G is by definition the extension of M 8 by φ. It is clear that G is a finitely generated group, indeed, it is generated by φ and m 0 . G is elementary amenable, since it is an extension of a locally nilpotent group M 8 by a cyclic group. lemmaiteridw Lemma 4.2. G satisfies the iterated identityw "wpx 1 , x 2 , x 3 q " rx 1 , rx 2 , x 3 sss.
Example 4.1. i) Let G be an extension of group of upper uni-triangular infinite square matricies with integer coefficients by a cyclic group (that acts on
Proof. First observe that for any x 2 , x 3 P G it holds rx 2 , x 3 s P rG, Gs Ă M 8 and for any x 1 P G it holdswpx 1 , x 2 , x 3 q P rG, Gs Ă M 8 . Take some x 1 , x 2 , x 3 and consider x " rx 2 , x 3 s and y "wpx 1 , x 2 , x 3 q. Since x, y P M 8 , they generate a subgroup which is nilpotent, and hence Engel. This shows that there exists d ě 1 such that d-th commutator of the form r. . . rrx, ys, ys . . . , ys is equal to e. This implies thatw˝p d`1q px 1 , x 2 , x 3 q " e. Now we want to show that for any iterated identity w of G it holds spw, Gq " 8. Proof. Any torsion-free finitely generated nilpotent group can be imbedded as as subgroup in M pnq for some n ě 1 (by a result of Jennings, see [
. Let w be a word which is not freely equivalent to the empty word. It is sufficient to check that there exists a torsion-free finitely generated nilpotent group which does not satisfy w. The latter follows from the fact that the free group F 2 does not satisfy w, and that free groups are residually torsion-free nilpotent ([ ii) Let G be the group constructed in the proof of i). Let G 1 be any finitely generated solvable group of step 3 such that the quotient over the the center G{CpGq " Z ≀ Z. Consider the direct product G 1 " G 1 . Observe that G 1 , and hence G 1 satisfies the iterated identity w from the proof of i). Since G is a quotient of G 1 , this implies that spw, G 1 q ě spw, Gq ě 8, and hence spG 1 q " 8, in other words G 1 is fractal with respect to identities. Observe also that CpGq is trivial, and hence CpG`G 1 q " CpGq. By [
], Section 3, we know that any countable Abelian group is a center of some group G 1 as above. Therefore, any countable Abelian A group there exists G 1 , as above, with the center equal to A. In particular, there exists a continuum of such groups G 1 , Finally observe, that any G 1 as above does not satisfy a non-trivial identity, since G 1 contains G as a subgroup and since G does not satisfy any non-trivial identity.
The following example shows that , in contrast with usual identities, a conjugate of an iterated identity is not necessarily an iterated identity. 
Consider w
Proof. Let e i,j pλq, j ą i denotes the elementary upper-diagonal unitary matrix m, such that m i,j " λ and all the other entries of m over diagonal are zero. Denote by e i,j " e i,j p1q.
Lemma 4.5. Let α be an automorphism the group of infinite upper uni-triangular matrices
which sends x to αpxyx´1y´1q. If y " e´1 ,0 e 0,1 p´1qe´1 ,1 p´1q and x " e´1 ,0 , then m y,˝d pxq ‰ e for any d ě 1. Moreover, m y,˝d pxq ‰ e is an elementary matrix with exactly one non-zero value off the main diagonal, at p´d, 0q.
Proof. First note that α preserves the lower central series
, and therefore m y,˝d pxq P M d for any d ě 1. This implies that the entries on d diagonal above the main diagonal (that is, the entries at positionpk, kl q, l ď d) of the matrix m y,˝d pxq are zero. Now prove by induction on d the fact that m y,˝d pxq ‰ e " e´p d`1q,0 pλq, for some λ ‰ 0.
The base d " 0 follows from the definition of x. Suppose that m y,˝d pxq " e´p d`1q,0 pλq, for some λ ‰ 0.
Observe that all non-zero entries of re´p d`1q,0 pλq, ys off the main diagonal belong to the square i ě´pd`1q, i ď 1, j ě´pd`1q, j ď 1. Indeed, observe that if a matrix belongs to this square, then its inverse also belongs to this square, and if two matrices belong to this square, then their product belongs to this square. Observe also that re´d`1 ,0 pλq, ys belongs to M d`1 , and this is an uni-triangular matrix with d`1 zero diagonals above the main diagonal. We conclude that the only possible value of re´d`1 ,0 pλq, ys off the main diagonal at i "´pd`1q, j " 1. Let us show that this entry is non-zero. To do this observe that e´d`1 ,0 does not commute with y. Indeed, the entry at´pd`1, 1q of e´p d`1q,0 pλqy is equal to´λ, and that the the entry at´pd`1, 1q of ye´p d`1q,0 pλq is equal to zero.
We have shown that re´d`1 ,0 pλq, ys is e´p d`1,1q pλ 1 q, for some λ 1 ‰ 0. This implies that αprx, ysq " αpre´p d`1q,0 pλq, ysq " e´p d`2q,0 pλ 1 q, and this concludes the proof of the induction step and the proof of the lemma. Now take x 2 , x 3 P G such that rx 2 , x 3 s " y. Such x 2 and x 3 do exist: indeed, take
Observe that for any x P M it holds w 1 px, x 2 , x 3 , x 4 q " m y pxq. Therefore w 1 px 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 q " m y,˝d px 1 q ‰ e for any d ě 1. We have therefore shown that w 1 is not an iterated identity of G.
IDENTITIES AND ITERATED IDENTITIES OF GROUP EXTENSIONS, RESTRICTION OF VERBAL MAP ON AN INVARIANT SUBGROUP AND DYNAMICS OF ITS ITERATIONS ctionnormalsubgroups
Let wpx 1 , . . . , x n q be a word and G be a group. Fix x 2 , . . . , x n and consider a verbal map from G to G, x Ñ wpx, x 2 , . . . , x n q. We denote this verbal map by φ w " φ w,x2,...,xn . Now let N be a normal subgroup of G and suppose that w is an identity of G{N . Then for any x 2 , . . . , x n P G and any x P G it holds wpx, x 2 , . . . , x n q P N . In other words φ w,x2,...,xn pxq P N for any x P G, and, in particular, for any x P N . We can therefore study the restriction of the verbal map φ w,x2,...,xn to N . remarkuv Remark 5.1. Observe than any word w " wpx 1 , . . . , x n q can be written as wpx 1 , . . . , x n q " upx 1 , . . . , x n qvpx 2 , . . . , x n q, where the word u has the following form
where l i P Z and α i are some word in x 2 , . . . , x n .
If w is an identity of G{N , then so is vpx 2 , . . . , x n q. In other words vpx 2 , . . . , x n q P N for any x 2 , . . . , x n P G kernelinN Remark 5.2. Let wpx 1 , . . . , x n q be a word, G be a group and N is a normal subgroup of G. Fix some x 2 , . . . , x n and consider the verbal map φ " φ w,x2,...,xn (that is, φpxq " wpx, x 2 , . . . , x n q. Then either φpnq P N for any n P N , or φpnq R N for any n P N .
Proof. Use Remark remarkuv 5.1 and write w " upx 1 , . . . , x n qvpx 2 , . . . , x n q. Since u is a product of conjugates of x 1 and since N is a normal subgroup, we conclude that φ u pxq P N for any x P N . If v x2,...,xn P N , then φpxq P N for any x P N .
Otherwise, if v x2,...,xn R N , then φpxq R N for any x P N . Proof. Let y, z P N . Observe that pyzq li " y li z li , and hence ii) for any x 2 , . . . , x n P G any any x P N φ u pxq belongs to the linear span of apxq, a P G{N .
Proof. First observe that the action of g on N depends only on the image of g in G{N . Indeed, if g " hn, n P N , then gmg´1 " hnmn´1h´1 " hmh´1 (n commute with m since m, n P N and N is Abelian). To prove i) observe that by the definition of φ i in Remark remarkuv 5.1 φ u pnq " ś α i n li α´1 i , and hence
Since G{N is Abelian, gα i " α i g in G{N , and hence the action by conjugation on N of these two elements are the same. Therefore
ii) follows from the definition of φ u .
Two following lemmas control the depth of a group which contains a cyclic normal subgroup, finite or infinite. In particular, If G{N is bounded, then G is bounded.
Proof. Ift wpx 1 , . . . , x n q be an iterated identity of G, then w is an iterated identity of G{N . Denote by D the iterational depth spw, G{Hq. For any x 1 . . . , x n P G{N there exists d ď D such that w˝dpx 1 , . . . , x n q " e in G{N . In other words, for any x 1 , . . . , x n in G here exists d ď D such that w˝dpx 1 , . . . , x n q Ă N . Fix x 2 , . . . , x n and consider some x P N . Since w is an iterated identity of G there exists m (depending on x and x 2 , . . . , x n ) such that w˝mpx, x 2 , . . . , x n q " e.
Let φ : G Ñ G be the verbal map φpxq " wpx, x 2 , . . . , x n q. Let R denotes the cardinality of N . Observe that for any x P G there exist 1 ď m 1 ă m 2 ă m 3 ă m R`1 such that φ˝m j pxq P N for any j : 1 ď j ď R`1 and such that m 1 ď D`1, such that m j`1´mj ď D`1 for any j ď R and such that
Observe that 1 ď m 1 ă m 2 ă m 3 ă m R`1 ď pD`1qpR`1q. Therefore, there exist at least among these R`1 elements there exist at least two equal ones, that is, there exist r, s : 1 ď r ă s ď pR`1qpD`1q " such that φ˝rpxq " φ˝spxq, This implies that for any t ě 0 φ˝r`tpxq " φ˝s`tpxq. This implies that if φ˝mpxq " e for some m ě 1, then there exists m ď pR`1qpD`1q such that φ˝mpxq " e
We have shown therefore that spw, Gq ď pspw, G{N q`1qp#N`1q. 
In particular, if If G{N is bounded, then G is bounded.
Proof. Let wpx 1 , . . . , x n q be an iterated identity of G. Since w is an iterated identity of G{N and since G{N is bounded, there exists D such that for any
Apply Remark remarkuv 5.1 to w˝D and consider u and v defined in this remark. For any x 2 , 9 ,x n P G, the restriction of the verbal map of w˝D has the form ψpxq " φ u pxq`v, where φ is a homomorphism of (an infinite cyclic group) N , and v P N .
We have already shown that for any x P N there exists an integer l such that φ Dl pxq " ψ˝lpxq " e.
Since φ u is a homomorphism from Z to Z, there exists an integer T such that φ u pxq " T x. Since ψ˝m peq " 0 for some m, it follows that v`φ u pvq`. . . φ u,˝pm´1q pvq " 0. This implies that φ u peq takes finitely many values, we denote this finite set by Ω. Observe that for any l ě 1 there exists ω P Ω such that ψ˝lpxq " T l x`ω, for any x P N . Assume that T ‰ 0. Note that then for any sufficiently large x all values of ψ˝lpxq are non-zero. This contradiction shows that T " 0.
We know , therefore, that φ p uqpxq " 0 for any x P N , and hence ψ˝lpxq " v for any l ě 1, and hence v " e. This shows that ψpxq " 0 for any x P N , and this implies that for any x 1 , . . . , x n there exists l ď d`D ď 2d`1 such that w˝lpx 1 , . . . , x n q " e. We have shown therefore that spw, Gq ď 2spw, G{N q`1.
Finally, observe that G satisfies a non-trivial identiy if G{N satisfies a non-trivial identity. Indeed, let wpx 1 , . . . , x n q be an identity of G{N . Consider w 1 px 1 , . . . , x 2n q " rw˚px 1 , . . . , x n q, wpx n`1 , . . . , x 2n qs. It is clear that w 1 is not freely equivalent to an empty word if w has this property, and it is clear that G satisfies the identity w 
Nilpotent groups.
remarkuvnilpotent Remark 5.8. Any word wpx 1 , . . . , x n q can be written as
where u j are words in x 2 , . . . , x n , l j are integers and r is the total number of x 1 in w . We denote
Proof. Write a word w as a product of words px 2 , x 3 , . . . , x n q and powers of x 1 and prove the statement of the remark by induction on the number of terms in such product.
It is not difficult to describe all E type iterated identities of a nilpotent group: Proof. First suppose that w is an E type iterated identity of G. Consider x 1 " x, x 2 " x 3 " . . . x n " e. Observe that for all d ě 1 it holds w˝dpx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n q " x r d . This implies r " 0 that under assumption of ii) and that r is divided by m under assumption of i).
Let us show that v is an identity of G. Suppose not. Then there exists x 2 , . . . , x n such that vpx 2 , . . . , x n q ‰ e.
If G satisfies the assumption of ii), take M ě 0 such that vpx 2 , . . . , x n q belongs to the M -th term of the lower central series of G and does not belong to the M`1-th term of this series. Observe that for any x 1 and any d ď M the iteration w˝dpx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n q belongs to the d-th term of the lower central series of G. Observe also that w˝p M`1q px 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n q (as well as w˝dpx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n q for any d ě M`1) belongs to the M -th term of the lower central series but does not belongs to the M`1-th term. This shows that w˝dpx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n q is not equal to e, for any x 1 and any d ě M . This is a contradiction with the fact that w is an iterated identity of G.
If G satisfies the assumption of i), observe that any finitely generated subgroup of G is finite. Consider the following central series of G: λ 0 pGq " G, λ i`1 pGq be the normal subgroup generated by rλ i pGq, Gs and λ i pGq m . We consider, as before, x 2 , . . . , x n such that vpx 2 , . . . , x n q ‰ e. Put x 1 " e. Let G 1 be the subgroup of G generated by x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n . Observe that the series λ d pG 1 q (of the finite group G 1 ) has a finite number of non-trivial terms. Since vpx 2 , . . . , x n q ‰ e, there exists M ě 0 such that vpx 2 , . . . , x n q ‰ e belongs to λ M pG 1 q and does not belong to λ pM`1q pG 1 q. Observe that for any x 1 and any d ď M w˝dpx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n q belongs to λ d pG 1 q. Observe also that w˝M`1px 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n q (as well as w˝dpx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n q for any d ě M`1) belongs to λ M pG 1 q-th but does not belongs to λ M`1 pG 1 q-th term. This contradicts the fact that w is an iterated identity of G. Now suppose that r i satisfy the assumption of i) and ii) correspondingly. Let us show that w is an E type iterated identity of G.
Under assumption of ii) it is clear that w˝dpx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n q " x N belongs to the d-the term of the lower central series of G.
If G satisfies the assumption of i) and w satisfies the condition of i), it is clear that w˝dpx 1 , . . . , x n q belongs to λ d pG 1 q, where G 1 is a subgroup generated by x 1 , . . . , x n . Observe that G 1 is a finite nilpotent group such that for any g P G 1 there exists t such that g m t " e. This implies that λ d pG 1 q has finite length (that is, there exists a finite number of non-zero terms in this series), and therefore w is an iterated identity of G.
Corollary 5.10. Let G be a nilpotent group. Let Ω n Ă F n be the set of E type iterated identities of G. Then Ω n is a normal subgroup of the free group F n , for any n ě 1.
Proof. If G satisfies the assumption of ii) and w 1 and w 2 satisfy the conditions of ii), observe that their product w " w 1 w 2 , as well as for any conjugate w " w 1 w 1 pw 1 q´1 it holds w˝dpx 1 , . . . , x n q " u˝dpx 1 , . . . , x n q belongs to the d-th term of the lower central series of G.
Observe also that if G satisfies the assumption of i) and w 1 and w 2 satisfy the conditions of i), then their product w " w 1 w 2 , as well as any conjugate w " w 1 w 1 pw 1 q´1 it holds w˝dpx 1 , . . . , x n q belongs to λ d pG 1 q, where G 1 is a (finite nilpotent) subgroup generated by x 1 , . . . , x n .
EXAMPLES OF ITERATIONAL DEPTH. WREATH PRODUCTS
sectionwreath propositionwithz
We know that A " Z. Let wpx 1 , . . . , x n q be an iterated E-type identity of G. Since G has elements of infinite order, the total number of x i in w is equal to zero, for each i. Therefore, w is an identity of A. We consider upx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n q and vpx 2 , . . . , x n q defined in Remark remarkuv 5.1. It holds wpx 1 , . . . , x n q " upx 1 , x 2 . . . x n qvpx 2 , x 3 , . . . x n q.
We want to show that for any x P N it holds φ u pxq " 0. Let ǫ i , i P Z be the standard basis of Z Z . If φ u pxq ‰ 0 for some x P N , then there exists i P Z such that φpǫ i q ‰ 0. Let
By Lemma commutewithaction 5.4 we know that φ u commutes with the action of Z on Z Z by conjugation. Therefore, for any k P Z it holds
Let m be the maximal among i such that β i ‰ 0 and suppose that m ě 0. Let
Take any k ą L. Observe that the l-the iteration of φ u v, applied to ǫ k , has a coordinate β l m ‰ 0 at the basis vector ǫ k`ml . Therefore, any such iteration is not equal to zero, and hence no E type iteration of w at px 1 , . . . , x n q is equal to e in G. We have got a contradiction with the fact that w is an iterated identity of G.
Therefore, for any x 2 , . . . , x n and any x P N it holds φ u pxq " 0. Take any x 1 P G. Since wpx 1 , . . . , x n P N , we conclude that for any l ě 2 the l-the iteration of w at x 1 , . . . , x n is equal to vpx 2 , . . . , x n q. Since for some l this iteration is trivial, we see that vpx 2 , . . . , x n q " e and hence the second iteration of w is trivial.
We have shown that spZ ≀ Zq ď 2.
Remark 6.2. Take w " px 1 , x 2 q " rx 1 , rx 1 , x 2 ss. 1) w is an iterated identity of Z ≀ Z.
2) w is not an identity of Z ≀ Z.
Proof of the remark. 1) Note that w " px 1 , x 2 q " rx 1 , rx 1 , x 2 ss belongs to the commutator subgroup of Z ≀ Z for any x 1 and x 2 . Observe also that for any x 1 , x 2 their commutator belongs to the commutator subgroup, and the commutator subgroup of Z ≀ Z is Abelian. Therefore, wpx 1 , x 2 q " e for any x 2 P Z ≀ Z x 1 and any x 1 in the commutators subgroup of Z ≀ Z. Hence, the second E type iteration of w is trivial.
2) Let x, a be the standard generators of Z ≀ Z, where x corresponds to the generator of Z that acts. Put x 1 " x, x 2 " xa. Observe that rx 1 , x 2 s is not a power of x, and this implies that rx 1 , x 2 s does not commute with x. In other words, wpx 1 , x 2 q ‰ e.
qed The remark implies that spZ ≀ Zq ě 2, and hence spZ ≀ Zq " 2 opositionzwithfinite Proposition 6.3. spZ ≀ Z{RZq " k`1, k being the maximum of α i , where
Proof. We have G " Z ≀ Z{nZ and we consider N " pZ{RZq 8 Ă G. A " G{N " Z. Let w be an iterated identity of G. Since G has elements of infinite order, the total number of x i in w is equal to zero, for each i. Therefore, w is an identity of A. We consider upx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n q and vpx 2 , . . . , x n q defined in Remark remarkuv 5.1. It holds wpx 1 , . . . , x n q " upx 1 , x 2 . . . x n qvpx 2 , x 3 , . . . x n q.
We want to show that for any x P N it holds φ u,˝k pxq " 0. Let ǫ i , i P Z be the standard basis of pZ{RZq Z . Suppose that φ u,˝k pxq ‰ 0 for some x P N . Since φ u , and hence also all its iterations φ u,˝k are homomorphism of the Abelian group N , exists i P Z such that φ u,˝k pǫ i q ‰ 0. Let
By Lemma commutewithaction 5.4 we know that φ u commutes with the action of Z on pZ{RZq Z by conjugation. Therefore, for any r P Z it holds φ u pǫ r q "
Observe that if all b i are divided by any of p j among the prime divisors of R, then all coefficients of φ u,˝k pǫ i q are divided by p k j , for all j. In this case all such coefficients are divided by R, and thus φ u,˝k pǫ i q " 0 in pZ{RZq Z . Therefore, we can assume that there exists some p among prime divisors of R and some integer j such that β j is not divided by p. Let m be the maximal among j such that β j is not divided by p. Without loss of generality we can assume that m ě 0.
Take any T ą L. Observe that the l-the iteration of φ u v, applied to ǫ M , has a coordinate β l m ‰ 0 at the basis vector ǫ T`ml . Therefore, any such iteration is not equal to zero, and hence no E type iteration of w at px 1 , . . . , x n q is equal to e in G. We have got a contradiction with the fact that w is an iterated identtity of G. Now let us show that γ i is divided by R, for any i. Indeed, otherwise there exist a prime divisor p of R such that R is divided by p s , and there exists i such that γ i is not divided by p s . Let t be the maximal number such that γ i is divided by p t for all i. We know that t ă s. Observe that all coefficients of φ u , pvq are divisible by p t`1 , and hence φ w , pvq " v modulo p t`1 pZ{RZq Z . This implies that for all l ě 1 φ w,˝l , pvq " v modulo p t`1 Z{RZ. Therefore, φ w,˝l ‰ e for all l ě 1. This contradiction shows that γ i is divided by R, for any i. In other words, v " 0 in pZ{RZq Z . We have shown therefore that for any x 2 , x 3 , . . . , x n P G and any x P N it holds φ w,˝k pxq " w˝kpx, x 2 , . . . , x n q " e This implies that spZ ≀ Z{RZq ď k`1. Proof of the remark. 1) Observe that wpx 1 , x 2 q P pZ{RZq 8 for any x 1 , x 2 P G Observe also that for any x 2 P G and any k ě 0 and x 1 P m k pZ{RZq 8 it holds wpx 1 , x 2 q P m k`1 pZ{nZq 8 . By the assumption of the remark we know that there exist k such that m k is divided by R. Hence for any x 1 , x 2 P G the k`1-th Engel type iteration of w, evaluated at x 1 , x 2 is trivial.
2) Let x, a be the standard generators of Z ≀ ZRZ, where x corresponds to the generator of Z. Put x 1 " xa, x 2 " x. Observe that rx m 1 , x 2 s is a configuration of the wreath product that has two non-zero values:´1 at m`1 and`1 at 1. Applying w to rx m 1 , x 2 s and x 2 we get a configuration, with the value at the maximal point of the support equal to m. The k-the iteration, applied to x 1 and x 2 , has value m k´1 at one of the points of its support. Since R is divided by p k 1 , we know that m k´1 ‰ 0 in Z{RZ. We conclude that k-iteration of w is not an identity of Z ≀ Z{RZ.
qed The remark implies that spZ ≀ Z{RZq ě k`1 for R, k satisfying the assumption of the theorem).
Central extensions.
kernelnormalsubgroup Remark 6.5. Let H be a normal subgroup of G, wpx 1 , . . . , x n q be some word and denote by φ d the verbal map φ d pxq " w˝dpx, x 2 , . . . , x n q. i) For any x 2 , . . . , x n there exists D (an integer number or 8) such that the following holds. For any x P H the image φ l pxq P N if and only if l is divided by D.
ii) If we assume additionally that w is an iterated identity of G{H, then D ď spw, G{Hq1 .
Proof. i) Apply Remark remarkuv 5.1 to w˝d. We know that there exist words u d and v d such that φ d pxq " φ u d px, x 2 , . . . , x n qv d px 2 , . . . , x n q. Observe that φ u d px, x 2 , . . . , x n q is a product of conjugates of powers of x. Therefore φ u d px, x 2 , . . . , x n q belongs to H whenever x P H, since H is a normal subgroup. If v d px 2 , . . . , x n q belongs to H then φ d pxq P H for any x P H. If v d px 2 , . . . , x n q does not belong to H then φ d pxq R H for any x P H. Now observe that if D is such that φ˝dpxq P N for any x P N , then φ˝k D also has property. Observe also that if a ą b and φ˝a and φ circb both have this property, then φ˝p a´bq also has this property.
ii) If φ 1 pxq P H for some x P H, then D (defined in i) ) is equal to 1, and thus 1 " D ď spw, G{Hq. Otherwise, φ 1 peq R H. In this case there exists l ď spw, G{Hq such that φ l`1 " φ l pφpeqq P H, and thus D ď spw, G{Hq`1. 
In particular, if G contains at least one element of infinite order and if
Let φ d is a verbal map φ d pxq " w˝dpx, x 2 , . . . , x n q. By Remark kernelnormalsubgroup 6.5 we know that there exists D ď d`1 such that for any x P N the image φ l pxq P N if and only if l is divided by D.
Apply Remark remarkuv 5.1 to w˝D and write φ D pxq " upx, . . . , x n qvpx 2 , . . . , x n q. Since the total number of entries of x 1 in w is equal to zero and since H is central, we see that upx, . . . , x n q " e. Let us show that vpx 2 , . . . , x n q " e. Indeed, otherwise w˝p lDq pe, x 2 , . . . , x n q " vpx 2 , . . . , x n q ‰ r for any positive integer l. This implies that w˝mpe, x 2 , . . . , x n q ‰ e for any positive integer m, and this is a contradiction with the fact that w is an iterated identity of G.
We have shown therefore that vpx 2 , . . . , x n q " e, and thus w˝Dpx, x 2 , . . . , x n q " e for any x P H.
This implies that for any x 2 , x 3 , . . . , x n and any x P G there exists l ď d`D ď 2d`1 such that w˝lpx, x 2 , . . . , x n q " e, and hence spw, Gq ě 2spw, G{Hq`1.
Finally observe that if G{H satisfies some non-trivial identity, so does G: if G satisfies an E type iterated identity wpx 1 , . . . , x n q, then G{H satisfies the commutator identity w 1 px 1 , . . . , x 2n q " rwpx 1 , . . . , x n q, wpx n`1 , . . . , x 2n qs.
Example 6.7. Let G be a solvable group such that the center CpGq "
Proof. From Proposition propositionwithz 6.1 we know that Z ≀ Z is bounded. Since G is a central extension of Z ≀ Z, we can use Lemma lemmacentral 6.6 to conclude that G is bounded.
METABELIAN GROUPS
sectionmetabelian theoremmetabelian Theorem 7.1. If G is a finitely generated metabelian group, then spGq if finite.
Proof. If G is finite, we know that G is bounded (see Example examplefinite 3.4). We will therefore assume that G is infinite.
Let N be an Abelian normal subgroup of G, such that A " G{N is Abelian. Let w be an iterated E-type identity of G. Since G is infinite finitely generated metabelian group, it contains an element of infinite order. Therefore, for each i the total number of x i in w is equal to zero. In particular, w is an identity of A. Using Remark remarkuv 5.1 we can write wpx 1 , . . . , x n q " upx 1 , . . . , x n qvpx 2 , . . . , x n q. Fix x 2 , . . . , x n and consider the homomorphism φ u : N Ñ N . (By Lemma lemmahomom 5.3 we know that φ u is indeed a homomorphism). We also consider φ w pxq " φ u pxqvpx 2 , . . . , x n q " wpx, x 2 , . . . , x n q.
Since A is a finitely generated Abelian group, A " Z
Given a map ρ from N to N let us say that ρ is recurrent if for any x P N there exists n such that the n-th iteration ρ˝npxq " e. Since w is an iterated identity, we know that the map φ w : N Ñ N is recurrent. Our goal is to find a common upper bound for (minimal) n such that φ w,˝n pxq " e, which does not depend on x 2 , . . . , x n and does not depend on w.
To do this, we need to study dynamics of the homomorphism φ u and of the "affine map" φ w on N . lemmafinitetensor Lemma 7.2. Let F be a torsion-free Abelian group such that its tensor product F b Q has finite dimension, which we denote by D. ξ : F Ñ F be a homomorphism, a is some element of F and ρpxq " ξpxq`a. Suppose that for any x P F there exists n such that ρ˝npxq " e. Then for any x P F it holds ρ˝Dpxq " ξ˝Dpxq " e.
It is clear that ξ extends to a linear map from V to V , and we use the same letter ξ to denote this linear map. First let us show that the kernel of ξ˝D is equal to V . Let V i " ker ξ˝i. It is clear that V 1 Ă V 2 Ă V 3 . . . . It is also clear that if for some j it holds V j " V j`1 , then for any k ě j it holds V k " V j . Suppose that the kernel of ξ˝d is not equal to V . Then there exists a linear subspace U of dimension ď D´1 such that for any i ě D´1 it holds V i " U . Now observe that there exits M such that φ˝M p0q " φ˝p M´1q pφp0qq " 0. Note that ρ (as well as its iterations) extends to an affine map from V to V , denote by W i the kernel of φ˝i in V .
Observe that that W i is contained in the union of the image of U by a finite number of translations. In other words, the union W " YW i is contained in Y l i"1 pU`v i q, for some l ě 0 and some v i P V . Note that since the linear span of the image of F is equal to V ‰ U , there exists a f P F such that its image does not belong to U . Replacing, if necessary, f by some of its power Lf , we conclude that there exists f P F such that its image in the tensor product does not belong to W . This is a contradiction with the assumption of the lemma. Now we know that the kernel of ξ˝D is equal to V :
Observe that φ˝j p0q " a`ξpaq`ξ˝2paq`¨¨¨`ξ˝p j´1q paq. This shows that for any j ě D it holds φ˝j p0q " φ˝dp0q. Since φ˝M p0q " 0 for some M ě 1, and thus we conclude that φ˝j p0q " 0 for any j ě D.
This implies that φ˝j pxq " ξ˝j pxq for any j ě D and any x P F , and completes the proof of the lemma.
In Lemma by ǫ 1 , . . . , ǫ d the standard generators of Z d . i) There exists l j ( j P J, J is a finite set), and r j " pr 2,j , . . . , r d q such that for any x 2 , . . . , x n P G and x P N φ u pxq " ÿ jPJ,z"pr2,j x2,r3,j x3,...,rn,jxnq l j zpsq and such that for any k : 1 ď k ď d there exists x 2 , . . . , x n P G such that for any
5.1, Assume that
where M j are integers such that M j ‰ M j 1 for j, j 1 P J such that j ‰ j 1 . In particular, if there exists x 2 , . . . , x n such that the homomorphism φ u from N to N is not identically zero, then there exists x 2 , . . . , x n such that φ u has the form as above and at least one of coefficients l j is non-zero.
ii) Assume moreover that w is an iterated identity of G and that N contains at least one non-identity element. If there exists x 2 , . . . , x n such that the homomorphism φ u from N to N is not identically zero, then there exists x 2 , . . . , x n such that φ u has the form as above and at least two of coefficients l j is non-zero.
Proof. We know that wpx 1 , . . . , x n q " upx 1 , . . . , x n qvpx 2 , . . . , x n q, u and v are identities of G{N . Fix some x 2 , . . . , x n in G. Put ψpxq " φ u pxq " upx, x 2 , . . . , x n q. For any x P G upx, x 2 , . . . , x n q " ź α i px 2 , . . . , x n qx li α i px 2 , . . . , x n q
Observe that for any x P N α i px 2 , . . . , x n qx li α i px 2 , . . . , x n q depends only on the image of α i in G{N . Regrouping, if necessary, the terms with the same image of α i in G{N , we conclude that for any x 2 , . . . , x n P G and x P X φ u has the following form, in the additive notation on N and G{N : φ u pxq " ÿ jPJ,z"pr2,j x2,r3,j x3,...,rn,jxnq
Now we fix k : 1 ď k ď d and consider x 2 , . . . , x n P G{N (or to be more precise, consider x 2 , . . . , x n in G with corresponding
ąą¨¨¨ąą L n ) and if r " pr 2 , . . . , r n q ąr " pr 2 , . . . ,r n q in the lexicographic order on Z n´1 , then
Thus, choosing a quickly decreasing sequence of positive integers L 2 , . . . , L n , we can assure that all M j " L 2 r 2,j`L3 r 3,j`¨¨¨`Ln r n,j , j belonging to the finite set J, are distinct. This completes the proof of i). Two prove ii) take some x ‰ e, x P N . Observe that if φ u pxq " ř jPJ l j x Mj ǫ k for some choice of x 2 , . . . , x n and all x and exactly one among coefficients l j is non-zero, then any iteration of φ u has the same property, which contradicts the fact that some iteration of φ u pxq is trivial. 
This implies that for any
Consider the finite cuboid
Consider the finite set ppsq, p P P , and denote this finite set by F P . It is clear that the linear span of the image of F P for the tensor mapping is equal to F b Q, and hence F b Q is finite dimensional.
Let us say that a map φ : X Ñ X is weakly recurrent, if there exists a finite set X f Ă X such that for any x there exists n ě 1 such that the n-th iteration φ˝npxq P X f . Remark 7.5. If φi is recurrent (with respect to some fixed point e P X), and if d ě 1, then φ˝d is weakly recurrent.
Proof. Put X f " te, φpeq, φ˝2peq, . . . , φ˝dpequ. It is clear, that if φ is recurrent, than for any x its iteration φ˝d visits the set X f (infinitely many times).
We return to the proof of the Theorem. We have some x 2 , . . . , x n fixed, and we consider the dynamics of φ u and φ w .
Let T be the torsion subgroup of N . F {T is torsion free. The homomorphism u preserves T and thus induces the quotient homomorphism φ pF {T q u :
Since finitely generated metabelian groups satisfy maximal condition for normal subgroup (Hall, [ hall1954 19]), we know that N is a normal closure of a finite set S 1 . This implies that N is generated by s a , s P S 1 , a P A (where s a denotes the action of a on s by conjugation). Considering the orbit of S under the action of the finite group A f , we conclude that there exists a finite set S Ă N such that N is generated by s a , s P S, a P Z d
Let T be the torsion subgroup of N . Observe that T is a normal subgroup of G. Indeed, its conjugation by an element of G belongs to N since N is normal, and a conjugation of a torsion element is a torsion element.
Therefore, using once again [ hall1954 19] we conclude that there exists a finite set S 1 T such that T is generated as a normal subgroup by S 1 T . In other words, T is generated by gsg´1, where g P G, s P S 1 T and generated by asa´1, where a P A, s P S 1 T . Considering, as before, the orbit of S 1 T under the action of the finite group A f , we conclude that there exists a finite set S T Ă T such that T is generated by asa´1, where a P Z d , s P S T . For any s P S consider the linear span V s of the images apsq, a P Z to V s X πpF q (and hence the restrictions to V s as well) are identitcally zero.
We have shown therefore that φ that all such coefficients is divided by p, since otherwise there exist x 2 , x 3 , . . . , x n such that exactly one coefficients among l j , defined in Lemma lemmaalongcoordinates 7.3 is not divided by p. Observe that there exists x P T such that x R pT , and in this case any iteration of φ u , applied to x, does not belong to pT , and this is in contradiction with the fact that one of such iterations is trivial.
Hence φ u,˝k pxq, as well as φ w,˝k pxq belong to m k t T , where m t is the product of p i , such that p i is a prime divisor of m and dimension of T t b Z{p i Z is infinite. Now note that for any p i the dimension of m k t T b Z{p i Z is finite. Lemma lemmadimfinitefinite 7.6 implies that the subgroup m k T is finite. Put T f be the subgroup generated by m k t T t , t is in the finite set S T ( the image of which under the action of A generates T ). T f is an Abelian group generated by a finite number of Abelian groups, and hence T f is finite. Observe that φ u,˝k ptq, as well as φ w,˝k ptq belongs to T f for any t P T .
We know therefore that there exists a finite group T f and C " D`k such that for any iterated identity w of G it holds w˝C px 1 , . . . , x n q belongs to T f for any x 1 , . . . , x n P T f . Now fix w and x 2 , . . . x n P G. Let B w Ă T f consists of the elements z P T f such that w˝C1e, x 2 , . . . , x n P T f for some C : 0 ă C 2 ď C. Since w is an iterated identity, for any x P G there exists m such that w˝C m px, x 2 , . . . , x n q P B w . Any orbit of the word map w˝C p˚, x 2 , x 3 , . . . , x n q has size at most #T f , and therefore for any x P G there exists C 2 ď #T f such that w˝C C2 px, x 2 , . . . , x n q P B w . This implies that there exists C 3 ď Cp#T f`1 q such that w˝px, x 2 , . . . , x n q " e.
We have shown therefore that for any iterated identity w of G its iterational depth spw, Gq ď pD`kqp#T f`1 q.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
S TYPE ITERATED IDENTITIES
ectionfurthernotions efinitionSolvability Definition 8.1. We say that a group G satisfies S-type (or solvability type) iterated identity w if for any x 1 , . . . , x n P G there exists N such that for any y 1 , . . . y n N taking value among x 1 , . . . , x n it holds w ‹N py 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n N q " wpwpwp. . . wpy 1 , y 2 , . . . y n q, wpy n`1 , y n`2 , . . . y 2n q . . . q, . . ." e. Proof. Let G pnq denotes the n-th group in the derived series of G, that is G 1 " rG, Gs and G i`1 " rG i , G i s for any i ě 1. Observe that w is an identity in any Abelian group, and hence wpx 1 , . . . , x n q P rG, Gs for any x 1 , . . . , x n P G. Moreover, if x 1 , . . . , x n P G piq , then wpx 1 , . . . , x n qinG pi`1q . Since G is solvable, there exists N such that Proof. Suppose that the total number of some x i in w is equal to m ‰ 0. Without loss of generality we can assume that i " 1. Let 1 denotes a generator of Z. Consider a finite set consisting of 0 and 1. For each N put k " 2 N and consider y 1 " a, y 2 " y 3 " . . . y k " 0. Observe that w ‹N py 1 , . . . , y n q " m N ‰ 0, and hence w is not an S type iterated identity of G.
Observe also, that if the total sum of each x i in w is equal to zero, then w is an identity of Z. This implies that w is an S type iterated identity of Z. Consider a set V Ă H which consists of possible values of w ‹k y 1 , . . . , y k1 , where k 1 " n N1 1 and all y i take value among x 1 , . . . , x n1 . It is clear that V is finite, since its cardinality, which we denote by n 2 , is at most n k1 1 . Since H satisfies the S type iterated identity w, there exists N 2 (depending on V ) such that for k 2 " n N2 2 and any z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z k2 taking values in V it holds w ‹N2 pz 1 , . . . , z k2 q " wpwpwp. . . wpz 1 , z 2 , . . . z n2 q, wpz n2`1 , z n2`2 , . . . z 2n2 q . . . q, . . ." e.
Put N " N 1`N2 . Consider k " n N 1 . Observe, that for any r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r k taking values among t 1 , . . . , t n1 it holds w ‹N pr 1 , . . . , r k q " e, and this concludes the proof of 4).
Given a class of groups C, denote by EpCq the minimal class of groups, which is closed under taking four elementary operations, that is, taking subgroup, quotient, direct limit and group extensions. In general, this class is larger than EpC w q. 
23]).
More precisely, given an ordinal α, denote by E α pCq in the following way. Suppose we have defined E β pCq for any β ă α. If α is a limit ordinal, then E α pCq is defined as a union Y βăα pCq. If α is not a limit ordinal, then E α pCq is the class of groups containing direct limits of groups in E α´1 and extentsions of groups in E α´1 by a group of C. Then for each E α´1 , for any α, is closed with respect to taking subgroups and quotients (see 
Let C " C w . It is clear that C is the class of groups of bounded 2-torsion and that C is closed with respect to takings subgroups and quotients.
Consider a minimal ordinal α such that E α contains a G Grig . It is clear that α is not a limit ordinal, and that G can be obtained by taking a quotient from the groups in E α´1 (since G is finitely generated, the last operation to obtain G could not be a direct limit). Therefore, there exists a normal subgroup N in G Grig such that N and G{N belongs to E α´1 . Since G R E α´1 , N ‰ e.
Any proper quotient of G Grig is finite, G{N is finite, N is a normal subgroup of finite index in G. Any non trivial normal subgroup in G Grig is of finite index and contains some congruence subgroup Stpnq (Grigorchuk, [ grigorchuk200 ?grigorchuk200][Proposition 10]). This implies that Stpnq belongs to E α´1 . Since any congruence subgroup contains G Grig as a quotient (taking restriction on the first branch of level n of the tree, [ grigorchukparabolic 15]), this also implies that G Grig belongs to E α´1 . This is a contradiction that α is a minimal ordinal such that E α contains G Grig .
Quasi-varieties.
Recall that a variety of groups is a class of groups for which a certain set of identities hold. This class is obviously closed under taking subgroups, homomorphic images (the same is to say: by taking quotients), and direct products.
Given a set Ω of iterated identities, we consider the class of groups G such that G satisfies an E type (correspondingly S type) iterated identity w, for all w P Ω. We call this class of groups an Engel type (correspondingly S type) quasi-variety generated by a set of iterated identities Ω. We say that an E-type (correspondingly S-type) iterated identity w 1 is a corollary of an E-type (correspondingly S-type) iterated identity w if any group satisfying an E-type (correspondingly S-type) iterated identity w also satisfies w 1 . Similarly, given a set of iterated identities Ω and an iterated identity w we say that w is a corollary of Ω if any group satisfying all identities from Ω also satisfies w.
If we consider (usual) identities instead of iterated ones, this notion is not very interesting since it simply means that the subgroup corresponding to one of them contains the characteristic subgroup that corresponds to the other one. Given an iterated identity w, of E type or S type, it seems interesting to describe all corollaries of w. Similarly, given a set Ω of iterated identities, describe the corollaries of Ω. Is it true that w n , for n large enough, are independent both as Engel type iterated identities and Solvability type iterated identities?
